
                      RECENT AWARDS & CUSTOMER ACCOLADES

“After taking a deep dive into the refreshing 'can-do' culture and proven abilities of Signature Systems, 

we instantly knew they were the perfect partner for our acclaimed Tribal casinos. Their enhanced technologies will help 

us attract new guests and fuel guest loyalty, enlighten our management team with needed analytics, and create a 

highly scalable and agile platform for sustainable growth," said

Joe Roybal, CIO for Osage Casino

“Parx Casino always welcomes new technologies that elevate the guest experience as well as further

 enrich and enlighten our management team. Their casino POS system offers casino operators a modern, incredibly 

well-designed tool set--one that brings guest services to the next level”, said 

Gary Prestage, Parx Casino Vice President of Information Technology.

"For us, the difference was clear.  SSI's eagerness and ability to create a custom solution spoke volumes about their 

attitude and culture.  We’re vastly improving the underlying integration and support process

by having a single-stop partner who is nimble, responsive, and attentive to our diverse needs," said 

Frank Bonini, SVP/CIO for Cordish Gaming Group

"The 2022 INNOVATION AWARD was captured by SSI for their Integration Solutions, a software 

development service focusing on developing custom interfaces. Interfaces--or extracting, transforming, 

and loading information between systems--often greatly increase synergies, and therefore raise the 

value of all individual systems involved.  Up until now, we have not seen a software developer focus in

this undervalued area," said Bart Lewin, Gaming & Leisure Award Facilitator. 

SSIpos.com

"We proudly recognize Signature Systems as one of the most innovative solution providers in the POS ecosystem and 

appropriately award them the Restaurant Service Provider's Association's (RSPA) PASESETTER AWARD for innovation 

in POS,” said Mike Monocello, chief editor of Business Solutions. 

Gaming & Leisure 2023 PARTNER AWARD: "Signature Systems has demonstrated an exemplary

commitment to illustrate a granular understanding of the real problems that customers are facing, and

 has taken all the steps to provide appropriate, holistic solutions for both today and tomorrow," said

Jeannie Caruso, CEO of Gaming & Leisure. 

2023 BEST CASINO POS SYSTEM: "Signature Systems unsurpassed level of service, comprising of adept 

skill and tireless passion, as well as a determined attitude to go that extra mile and perform the heavy

duties, allows them to provide innovative and sustainable solutions--ones that are custom in nature, 

diverse in scope, and incredibly effective," said LUXlife magazine.


